**Getting airtime**

So what do the pros think about when they're hanging up there in the air?

"Either I'm thinking 'this is going to be better than I thought' or else I'm thinking 'this isn't looking too good' and that I better brace myself for a fall," said biker Jamie Bestwick.

---

**Rising young biker aims at weekend win**

When he turned 21 recently, he said, he just went pro. Although he's visited Bristol, he said he just got off the Dave Mirra BMX tour, who's just gotten off the Dave Mirra BMX team to go out on his own. For now, he's touring the nation with the FMX tour.

---

**Will he flip for Bristol?**

Lindenmuth, who's already qualified for the X Games in Philadelphia, said he hopes to see the X Games return to his home state of Pennsylvania, "because there's more TV exposure and sponsorships in the States."

"I hope to get the year-end title," added Jamie Bestwick. "I hope to give lessons and demonstrations regularly — and he's only 20."

"Some of the other sports like skateboarding and BMX have taken more coverage than inline skating, but this year is really going to shine [for inline]," Lindenmuth said.

---
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**Watch out for ‘crazy English biker’**

By Mike Nguyen

Bruce Crisman at the X Trials in Grand Prairie, Texas.

And that he has. He nabbed the first-place prize at the X Trials in Grand Prairie, Texas in BMX vert.

The professional has some advice for skaters and inline skaters this weekend. "You'll be surprised at all you see," he said. One of the most exciting events this weekend could come from Lindenmuth himself. "I want to land my double backflip this weekend," he said.

---

**More Trials info online: ReadTheTattoo**

After drawing three and a half hours to the Trials, B Kinder said that they would have the sense to call it quits.

But we, our student journalists will be out in force this weekend at the X Games to bring back some of the most exciting stories from the current X Games. We'll update it as often as we can, so please check the results, and follow our students. The tattoo site will also have all the information needed to know what's going on and where to see it. All-inclusive free show and the show should be terrible as it's out there and has some fun!"